#LearnandGrowTogether

CT LEARNING HUB

High quality resources for ALL learners and families available anytime, anywhere!

WHY

We believe in providing supplemental high quality resources to accelerate learning and advance equity, access and opportunity for all children. To support children and family to learn from where they are 24/7.

HOW

2. Select a sub Learning Hub
3. Scroll to locate the folders to select information that answers your question or need
4. Select the plus sign (+) to expand the folder to see and use the available resources
5. Select a resource and explore

Scan the QR Code to access the CT Learning Hub

LEARN MORE: Where in the Hub? Scavenger Hunt

1. Select CT Learning Hub. Read the clues below and find answers in the Hub.
   a. Locate the Parent Toolkit in the Parent Learning Hub
   b. Locate Family Engagement with Friday Cafe in the Social Emotional Learning Hub
   c. Locate CT Public Television Learn From Home Resources in the Student Learning Hub
   d. Locate one digital tool that can help your child at home in the Online Learning Hub

For questions, comments, or to share your feedback to assist in the ongoing design of the CT Learning Hub, please contact us at SDE.CTLearningHub@ct.gov